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Abstract

Genetic ablation of iron regulatory protein 2 (IRP-2), a protein responsible for post-transcriptional regulation of expression of several
iron metabolism proteins, predisposes IRP-22 /2 mice to develop adult onset neurodegenerative disease. Ferric iron reproducibly
accumulates within axonal tracts and neuronal cell bodies in discrete regions of the brain, and areas of iron accumulation colocalize with
areas of high ferritin expression. To better evaluate the onset and progression of neurodegeneration in IRP-22 /2 mice, we performed a
high-resolution magnetic resonance imaging study comparing live, age-matched wild-type and IRP-22 /2 mice, using an 11.7-Tesla
magnet and a custom-designed head coil. The mice were perfused after imaging, and iron stains and immunohistochemical studies were
performed. We detected increases in the number of pixels with low T values expected from accumulations of iron in IRP-22 /2 mice.2

Moreover, in several areas of the brain, including the substantia nigra and the superior colliculus, we detected areas with unusually high
T values that likely represented accumulation of water. On histopathological examination we discovered relatively small vacuoles in2

these brain regions of IRP-22 /2 mice. Our ability to gather T data within regions of interest enabled us to define a bimodal T2 2

intensity pattern that likely represents both ferritin iron accumulation and its associated pathological consequences within the brain. Our
discoveries may have significant applications for the diagnosis and treatment of human diseases if such high-resolution techniques can be
adapted for use in human subjects.
   2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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Recently, inherited abnormalities of iron metabolism elevated compared to wild-types, and ferritin immuno-
proteins have been shown to cause disease in humans [8] histochemistry shows overexpression of ferritin in certain
and mice [2,15,19,26]. Mice with a targeted deletion of brain regions. Increased iron staining colocalizes with
iron regulatory protein 2 (IRP-2) overexpress ferritin and areas of ferritin overexpression and neurodegeneration,
develop progressive neurodegenerative disease [19]. IRP-2 leading us to believe that misregulation of ferritin synthesis
is one of two mammalian cytosolic proteins that senses and maldistribution of iron causes the observed neurode-
iron and represses ferritin synthesis in iron-depleted cells generation in IRP-22 /2 mice.
[1,28]. Mice that lack IRP-2 develop progressive tremors, Magnetic resonance imaging is a non-invasive method
proximal muscle weakness, and ataxia. Serum ferritin is increasingly utilized to evaluate human patients with

neurodegenerative disorders. Accurate description of a
distinctive MRI pattern for different diseases could lead to*Corresponding author. Tel.:11-301-496-7060; fax:11-301-402-
earlier diagnosis, assist in following disease progression,0078.
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cause or a consequence of the pathology. The underlying flurane in a gas mixture of 50% N :50% O delivered2 2

principle of visualizing iron on MRI is that the iron storage through a face mask during the entire procedure. To
protein ferritin has a superparamagnetic core which dis- prevent motion during the scans, the mice were fitted to a
rupts the magnetic field and produces a lower (darker) custom-built head holder consisting of a bite bar placed
signal on T weighted images [11]. Many MRI studies of inside the facemask. Body temperature was monitored2

human patients with neurodegenerative diseases have been using a rectal probe and maintained greater than 358C
reported [3,18,24], and perfused brains from rats with a using a warm water pad placed underneath their body.
mutation in DMT1 have been imaged [38], but to the best After imaging, animals recovered by breathing room air
of our knowledge, MRI has not been previously used to while still on the warm water pad.
study iron overload in mice with neurodegenerative dis-
ease. 1 .3. MRI methods

The objective of our study was to utilize MRI as a tool
for non-invasive detection of brain iron accumulation and All images were acquired using an 11.7-T/31-cm
associated pathology in IRP-22 /2 mice. We initially horizontal magnet (Magnex, Abingdon, UK), interfaced to
hypothesized that overexpression of ferritin and increased a Bruker AVANCE console (Bruker, Billerica, MA). Im-
iron deposition in specific brain regions of IRP-22 /2 ages were acquired using an 89-mm Helmholtz transmit
mice would result in detection of lower T values (darker RF coil and an 8315-mm ellipsoidal receive surface RF2

areas) in affected areas of the brain. In this study, we coil, built to conform to the shape of the mouse skull so as
confirmed that we could reliably detect lower T values in to optimize signal-to-noise over the entire mouse brain.2

areas of the brain known to accumulate ferritin iron in After positioning the mouse head in the magnet isocenter,
IRP-2 2 /2 mice. In addition, we generated histograms global shimming was performed, and tri-pilot spin-echo
that represent the full spectrum of high-resolution T scout images were obtained to aid slice positioning for the2

values from several regions of interest and discovered a multi-slice T maps. Twenty-four, 250-mm thick coronal2

second unexpected abnormality. Several areas of the brain slices were chosen spaced 500mm apart to cover most of
contained higher intensities (longer T ) that are most the brain, from the cerebellum to the olfactory bulb. T2 2

consistent with increased water content within brain paren- maps were obtained using a Carr, Purcell, Meiboom, Gill
chyma, and/or decreases in iron content. Histological (CPMG) multi-echo spin-echo sequence with the following

2examination of the brains showed the presence of previ- parameters: field of view (FOV)52.5632.56 cm ; matrix
ously unappreciated fluid filled vacuoles, which may help size52563256; slice thickness5250mm; NEX51; repeti-
to explain both the MRI data and the neurological disorder tion time (TR)510 s; inter-echo time (TE)510 ms;
seen in IRP-22 /2 mice. number of echoes58. The corresponding nominal res-

2olution of each pixel was 10031003250mm . T weight-1

ing of the images was avoided by the long TR, and the
1 . Methods range of echo times (10–80 ms) was adequate for sampling

T values shorter and longer than the average T for brain2 2

1 .1. Control versus knockout groups tissue at 11.7 T, which in our study is approximately 35 ms
(see Section 2). Total scan acquisition time was on the

Twenty-two mice ranging in age from 6 to 14 months order of 42 min. The typical signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
were used in this study. The animals were divided into a for this sequence was 56:1.
control group, consisting of 11 C57/BL6 mice (six males,
five females, mean age 9.5 months, mean weight 33.6 g),1 .4. Data and image analysis
and the knockout group consisting of 11 IRP-22 /2 mice
(six males, five females, mean age 9.5 months, mean T maps were obtained on a pixel-by-pixel basis by2

weight 31.5 g). Genotyping of each animal was done by fitting each pixel to a two-parameter mono-exponential
Southern Blot analysis [19]. On the days of the MRI curve, using Bruker’s ParaVision Curve Fitting Algorithm.
experiments, one or two mice from the knockout group Seven distinct anatomical regions of the brain were chosen
were individually paired for sex, age, and weight with for region-of-interest (ROI) analysis of T values. Cerebel-2

mice from the control group. Although formal motor and lar white matter, superior colliculus, substantia nigra,
balance testing was not performed prior to imaging, all of interpeduncular nucleus, fornix, and fimbria of hippocam-
the IRP-22 /2 animals in this study had easily visible pus were either previously known to be affected by iron
phenotypical changes including ataxia, tremor, hind leg misregulation in IRP-22 /2 mice, or predicted to ac-
weakness, and poor grooming habits. cumulate iron based on low T values obtained from2

preliminary pilot studies. The seventh region, the cortex,
1 .2. Animal preparation an area of the brain that does not accumulate significant

amounts of iron based on Perls’ DAB staining in our IRP-2
Mice were anesthetized by inhalation of 1.5–2% iso- 2 /2 mouse model [19], was used as a control.
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ROIs were obtained by carefully outlining an entire rabbit IgG conjugated to biotin as the secondary antibody
anatomical region without including any surrounding (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA), followed by
structures. T histograms were obtained from the pixels avidin–biotin complex labeled with horseradish peroxidase2

within each ROI, and statistical analysis was performed on (ABC Elite Kit, Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA).
the histograms. The mean T value and the standard HRP was visualized using the substrate diaminobenzidine2

deviation of individual T histograms were computed. We (DAB, Vector Laboratories) with incubation at room tem-2

noticed that the standard deviations of histograms in the perature for 1 h and counterstained with methyl green.
IRP-2 2 /2 group were consistently larger than in the Three 9-month-old IRP-22 /2 and three age-matched
wild-type group, suggesting that the knockout mice pre- wild-type animals were also perfusion fixed with 2%
sented a broader range of T values. To better measure the glutaraldehyde, epoxy embedded, and stained with2

dispersion of the histograms, we computed the ratio toluidine blue and safranin by Dr. Bernard Jortner of
mean T /S.D. and compared the two groups. Student Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, VA, to allow2

t-tests were run for each ROI to determine statistical reliable evaluation of brain morphology (method discussed
differences. In addition, an average histogram was ob- in Ref. [13]).
tained for each ROI by summing the individual histograms
from each mouse in each of the two groups. These
averaged histograms were fit to a gamma variate function 2 . Results
of the type:

Fig. 1 shows typical MR coronal images of the mouseT 2B2]2s dC DG T 5 A ? T 2B ?e (1) brain obtained at 11.7 T. The left column shows T -s d s d2 2 2

weighted images from a wild-type mouse (top) and from
Mean T and standard deviation were computed from the2 an IRP-22 /2 mouse (bottom). The T -weighted images2best fits to the region-specific averaged histograms andshow excellent contrast between gray and white matter. In
reported. Statistical difference between the fits to data from the IRP-2 2 /2 mouse (bottom left), significant
the IRP-2 2 /2 group and the wild-type group was heterogeneities in signal intensities can be noticed in white
assessed by a pairedt-test on all ROIs except the cortex. matter tracts, such as the cingulum, and in medial regions,

Data are presented as mean6S.D. Unless otherwise such as the superior colliculus and the interpeduncular
specified, differences were considered statistically signifi- nucleus. In order to better identify regions of altered T2cant atP,0.05. contrast between wild-type and IRP-22 /2 mice, quan-

titative T maps were obtained. The right column of Fig. 12

1 .5. Histology shows the corresponding T maps from the same slices2

shown in the left column. The grayscale bar shows the
One to 2 days after imaging, mice from both groups range of T values in the T maps. Regional2 2

were perfusion fixed. They were anesthetized with 0.3 mg heterogeneities in T values can be easily identified both in2

pentobarbital prior to the procedure, and perfused with the wild-type as well as in the IRP-22 /2 mouse brain. In
phosphate-buffered saline wash (pH 7.4), followed by 4% addition, some regions, such as the interpeduncular nu-
paraformaldehyde fix. The brains remained within the skull cleus, tended to have lower T values in the knockout mice2

overnight in 4% paraformaldehyde at 48C. The brains compared to the wild-type mice (Fig. 1, right column).
were then carefully removed and sent for histological Seven ROIs were chosen for comparison of T values2

sectioning (American Histo Labs, Gaithersburg, MD). The between the control and knockout groups. Fig. 2 shows an
brains were cut in 7-mm thick coronal sections and placed example of designated ROIs. Mean T values were calcu-2

on sialinated slides. Hematoxylin and eosin stain was used lated for each ROI. These T averages were then compared2

to identify anatomy. We stained sequential sections with between groups. We predicted that we would find lower T2

Perls’ DAB for ferric iron and performed ferritin immuno- values from IRP-22 /2 mice compared to wild-type
histochemistry. mice. Surprisingly, the average T values of the specified2

For Perls’ DAB staining, the slides were dewaxed in regions were not significantly different between the IRP-2
xylene, rehydrated using sequentially decreasing concen-2 /2 and control groups, as shown in Table 1. Neverthe-
trations of ethanol, washed in TBS Buffer, and treated with less, the dispersion of T values within all ROIs except the2

a 1:1 solution of 2% HCl and 2% KFeCN for 40 min. The cortex was significantly broader for the knockout group
tissues were again washed in the same buffer and treated (Table 1). This broader dispersion, measured both from the
for 35 min with DAB–Tris–H O . They were dehydrated standard deviation of the average T values, as well as2 2 2

in increasing concentrations of ethanol, cleared in xylene, from an index expressed by the average T divided by the2

and mounted on slides using permount. standard deviation, may be indicative of altered iron
Ferritin immunohistochemistry was performed using distribution in the brains of the IRP-22 /2 mice.

prediluted ferritin antibody (Biogenesis, Kingston, NH) per To further study the distribution of T values, histo-2

the manufacturer’s recommendations. We used goat anti- grams were created for each ROI. A consistent difference
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3Fig. 1. Comparison of wild-type and IRP-22 /2 anatomical T -weighted images and quantitative T maps. High-resolution (10031003250 mm )2 2

spin-echo T -weighted coronal images (left) and corresponding T maps (right) were used for identifying regions of altered iron accumulation in IRP-22 2

2 /2 mice, compared to wild types. Note that several areas in the IRP-22 /2 mouse (bottom), such as the interpeduncular nucleus and the substantia
nigra (arrows), appear darker than the corresponding regions in the wild-type mouse (top) both in the T -weighted image as well as in the T map.2 2

in the distribution of T values between the wild-type and IRP-22 /2 fornix data showed an expected increase in2

IRP-2 2 /2 groups was detected (filled symbols in Fig. the frequency of occurrence of pixels with shorter T2

3). The distribution of the wild-type group was symmetric values, consistent with increased ferritin iron (note the
with a peak in the mid-range of T values for all ROIs, asymmetry in Fig. 3a). In other IRP-22 /2 regions of2

whereas in the IRP-22 /2 group, a broader and asymmet- interest (Fig. 3b–f), particularly in the superior colliculus
ric distribution of signal intensity was appreciable within (Fig. 3e) and the substantia nigra (Fig. 3f), an increase in
the ROIs. For example, the histogram obtained from the frequency of occurrence of short T pixels similar to the2

Fig. 2. Region of interest selection. ROIs were selected based on histological findings of increased iron in our prior studies of IRP-22 /2 mice as well as
on pilot MRI data that revealed regions with low T values in the IRP-22 /2 mice. Circled areas identify the anatomical regions that were analyzed2

(fornix not shown). T values were extracted from all pixels in each ROI and compared between the IRP-22 /2 and control groups.2
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Table 1
Comparison of average T and dispersion between IRP-22 /2 and wild type groups2

Region IRP22 /2 Wild type
a c a cMean T Mean T2 2]] ]]T (ms) T (ms)2 2S.D. S.D.

Cerebellar white 34.1363.204 11.0962.29 32.2262.43 13.8862.98
matter

b bSuperior colliculus 34.1462.98 11.9362.56 32.4562.60 13.3663.66
Interpeduncular 36.2464.28 9.0362.80 35.8763.36 11.5864.31
nucleus

Substantia nigra 36.6364.10 9.4762.20 35.0163.22 11.4662.95
Fimbria 32.2463.10 10.6761.88 32.0362.73 12.5063.16
hippocampus

Fornix 32.4163.29 10.8963.30 34.0062.31 15.7165.08
dCortex 35.8464.35 13.56611.54 34.9563.02 14.2766.58

a Mean T values from all regions except the superior colliculus are not significantly different between groups (P.0.07). However, for all regions except2

cortex, the standard deviation values are significantly larger in the IRP-22 /2 group (P,0.04).
b The mean T value from the superior colliculus is significantly longer in the IRP-22 /2 group (P,0.02).2
c The dispersion ratio Mean T /S.D. from all regions except the cortex is significantly smaller in the IRP-22 /2 group (P,0.05).2
d Neither the mean T value, nor its standard deviation, nor the dispersion ratio Mean T /S.D. from the cortex were significantly different (P.0.22)2 2

between the groups.

fornix pattern was found along with an unexpected and mice was epoxy embedded following perfusion and was
notable increase in the number of pixels with longer T stained with toluidine blue and safranin counterstain.2

values. Not only were these patterns distinctly asymmetric, Using light microscopy, vacuoles ranging in size from 15
but they manifested a bi-modal peak compared to the to 25mm were identified within the substantia nigra pars
wild-type single peak distribution. The pattern of dis- compacta and the superior colliculus of the IRP-22 /2
tribution for the control region (cortex) was similar be- mice (Fig. 6). Using the same histological method, neurons
tween the two groups, as seen in Fig. 3g, and was not in various stages of degeneration were identified. Detach-
suggestive of iron accumulation in the IRP-22 /2 mice. ment of the neuronal cell body from the surrounding tissue

To verify the significance of the different patterns of T was observed, along with disorganization of the cytosol,2

value distribution between the IRP-22 /2 and wild-type shrinkage of the nucleus, and dissolution of the nuclear
groups, the histogram data was analyzed using a gamma membrane (not shown). These degenerative changes seen
variate fit method (solid lines in Fig. 3). This statistical test in neurons in the substantia nigra and superior colliculus of
is frequently used in magnetic resonance imaging to detect the 9-month-old IRP-22 /2 mice, but not in their wild-
variation in the distribution of data points [4,9,27]. The type counterparts, likely precede formation of detectable
gamma variate fit was used to determine the average T vacuoles (Fig. 6).2

and to calculate the dispersion of the histogram. These data
are shown in Table 2. No significant difference was
detected in the average T between the groups, consistent3 . Discussion2

with the ROI analysis. In all areas except the cortex, there
was a significant difference in the dispersion of the fit, with Iron is required in the central nervous system to
the IRP-2 2 /2 mice presenting a significantly wider facilitate important cellular functions including electron
distribution of T values. transport, myelination of axons, and synthesis of neuro-2

In the anatomical regions of the IRP-22 /2 mice transmitters. Iron deficiency, as well as iron overload, can
where MRI abnormalities were noted, Perls’ DAB stained be deleterious to the central nervous system, and balancing
coronal slices of the imaged and perfused brain showed the beneficial and harmful effects is an essential aspect of
dark brown regions indicative of ferric iron deposition cell survival. Detailed studies of brain iron distribution in
(Fig. 4). Ferritin immunohistochemistry showed increased normal humans [17,22], as well as in mice [16], have been
ferritin accumulation in the same regions of the IRP-2 published, and it is well established that abnormal brain
2 /2 mouse (Fig. 5), supporting the previous observation iron deposition causes oxidative damage to lipids, carbohy-
that ferritin is over-expressed in IRP-22 /2 mice [19]. drates, proteins and nucleic acids (reviewed in Ref. [6]).
The Perls’ DAB stains and ferritin immunohistochemistry Iron accumulation has been implicated in the progression
did not show iron accumulation or ferritin over-expression of many human neurodegenerative diseases including
in the wild-type mouse (Figs. 4 and 5). Parkinson’s disease, multiple system atrophy, Alzheimer’s

To obtain better preservation of brain tissue for assess- disease and neuronal brain iron accumulation type 1
ment of neuropathology, brain tissue from three 9-month- (formerly known as Hallervorden–Spatz syndrome)
old IRP-2 2 /2 mice and three 9-month-old wild-type [5,10,12,20,32,37]. Although the role of iron deposition in
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Fig. 3. T histograms and gamma variate fit of regions of interest. Histograms were computed from the T values of the multiple individual pixels2 2

comprising each region of interest. The relative pixel frequency of occurrence is represented on theY-axis and the T value in milliseconds is represented2

on theX-axis. Gamma variate fits to the T histograms are represented by the solid lines. The histogram pattern for the cortex (g) is not different between2

the IRP-22 /2 and wild-type groups, but all other histograms show a broader T distribution in the IRP-22 /2 group. In all regions other than the2

cortex (g), the dispersion of the fits to the IRP-22 /2 group is significantly broader than the wild-type group.

these neurodegenerative processes remains uncertain, iron that there was a difference in distribution of T values2

accumulations are often found in affected regions. The between groups. The histograms showed a significant
question remains whether the changes in local iron ac- difference between IRP-22 /2 and wild-type mice, with
cumulation are primary or secondary events in the patho- the IRP-22 /2 mice showing a broader distribution of
physiology of these diseases. values. In many of the regions studied there were pixels

Using high-resolution MRI, we evaluated 11 matched showing shorter T values consistent with increased iron in2

pairs of wild-type and IRP-22 /2 mice and discovered the IRP-22 /2 mice. We demonstrated with Perls’ DAB
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Table 2 such as Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease, and are generally
Analysis of gamma variate fit to T histograms2 referred to as ‘spongiform changes’ [31]. Spongiform
Region IRP22 /2 Wild type encephalopathies are usually infectious diseases caused by

a b a bMean T Mean T2 2 prions, and the CNS findings on MRI have been well]] ]]T (ms) T (ms)2 2S.D. S.D.

described in the literature as increased T signal intensity2Cerebellar 31.8365.37 5.93 30.7663.2 9.61
in the affected areas [21,33,34]. Neuronal vacuolizationwhite matter
has also recently been described in the pediatric neuro-Superior 32.0365.27 6.08 31.2863.36 9.31

colliculus surgery literature where it was observed histologically in
Interpeduncular 34.3366.79 5.06 35.1863.51 10.02 the basal nucleus of Meynert in the brains of five infants
nucleus with hydrocephalus [35]. Another form of human brain

Substantia nigra 33.5665.83 5.76 34.1564.07 8.39
vacuolization occurs predominantly in the pyramidal cellsFimbria 31.0466.44 4.82 31.563.53 8.92
of the hippocampus in patients with Alzheimer’s diseasehippocampus

Fornix 31.0165.87 5.28 35.1762.88 12.21 [30]. In this ‘granulovacuolar degeneration’, intracytoplas-
Cortex 35.7365.14 6.95 34.4763.82 9.02 mic vesicles containing a dark center granule and measur-
a Mean T values are not significantly different between groups (P. ing 1–5mm in diameter were observed within neurons, but2

0.19). However, the standard deviation values are significantly larger in the underlying molecular events are poorly understood,
the IRP-22 /2 group (P,0.0001). and no correlative findings have been described on MRI.b The dispersion ratio Mean T /S.D. is significantly smaller in the IRP-22 Another explanation offered in the literature for high T22 /2 group (P,0.002).

values is the gliosis that often accompanies neurodegenera-
tion. In the classic ‘Tiger’s Eye’ finding in the globus

stains and immunohistochemistry that the regions of pallidus of patients with NBIA Type 1 disease, a hy-
interest were rich in ferric iron and ferritin, consistent with perintense medial region consistent with gliosis, demyeli-
previous findings from these mice. nation, neuronal loss, and axonal swelling is surrounded by

In addition to the expected increase of pixels with a hypointense lateral region where iron accumulation may
shorter T values, many of the ROIs in the IRP-22 /2 account for the decreased T signal intensity [14]. In2 2

mice also showed an increase in the number of pixels with patients with Huntington’s disease, an increased T signal2

longer T values. Increases in T could be caused by is noted in the putamen, even though this region is known2 2

decreases in ferritin iron within discrete pixels or by to accumulate significant amounts of iron, and a decrease
increases in fluid accumulation within pixels. Iron stains in signal intensity would therefore be expected. It has been
from ROIs did not reveal focal areas of iron depletion proposed that gliosis or another unknown pathological
within intact tissue. However, fluid-filled vacuoles were process is responsible for causing the increased T intensi-2

detected within the parenchyma of epoxy embedded IRP-2 ty in Huntington’s patients [7,29]. Similar phenomena may
2 /2 brains using light microscopy. In the toluidine blue occur in the superior colliculus and substantia nigra of our
and safranin stained epoxy embedded sections, we iden- IRP-22 /2 mice. The significant iron and ferritin demon-
tified neurons within the substantia nigra and superior strated by our Perls’ DAB and ferritin immunohistochemis-
colliculus that appeared to be at various different stages of try correlate well with the statistically significant increase
degeneration. We also discovered many ‘empty holes’ in in low T values, but neuronal degeneration and vacuoliza-2

which remnants of nuclei and traces of debris were found. tion are likely responsible for the notably increased T2

The process appeared to begin with the neuronal cell values.
membrane separating from the surrounding tissue, de- A key to recognizing that T values in the ROIs of the2

veloping a ‘necklace-like’ ring of detachment. This un- IRP-22 /2 mice vary across a wider range than in the
tethering was followed by loss of nuclear and cell mem- wild types is the relatively high-resolution achieved in this
brane integrity, and general disorganization of the cell. We study. If the resolution had been lower, it is likely that the
propose that these neurons degenerate, undergo phago- increased T values associated with vacuolization would2

cytosis, and are ultimately replaced by fluid-filled vac- have averaged out the low T values associated with2

uoles. The size of many of the vacuoles is comparable to ferritin iron accumulation. The fact that the average T2

the size of neuronal cell bodies in these regions. These values for the ROIs are not significantly different between
vacuoles were easily distinguished from blood vessels the IRP-22 /2 and wild-type animals suggests that areas
since the vacuoles lack endothelial-lining cells and were of iron overload in the IRP-22 /2 mice, represented by
not found in similarly perfused wild-type mice. Three pixels with low intensity, are intermixed with vacuoles and
wild-type animals were compared to three IRP-22 /2 degenerating neurons, represented by pixels with high
mice, and a marked statistical increase in vacuolization intensity. These pixels are all contained within the chosen
was noted in the IRP-22 /2 (Smith, S., and Rouault, ROI, making the average T value of the IRP-22 /2 the2

T.A., manuscript in preparation). same as the wild-type ROI, despite the considerable
Vacuoles found in the central nervous system of humans variation in T value distribution between the two groups.2

are usually associated with spongiform encephalopathies Because of the high-resolution we achieved using an 11.7
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Fig. 4. Detection of ferric iron by histochemistry in regions of interest. Coronal sections of perfused and fixed brains from one of the wild-type mice
imaged were stained using the Perls’ DAB reaction (left) and compared to the IRP-22 /2 mouse counterpart that was imaged on the same day (right).
The four regions of interest shown are the substantia nigra (a), superior colliculus (b), interpeduncular nucleus (c), and cerebellar white matter (d). We were
able to consistently identify these four anatomical regions on histological sections by lightly counterstaining the nuclei and using the mouse brain atlas as a
reference. Sections of the brain of the IRP-22 /2 mouse show markedly increased ferric iron detected by the Perls’ DAB reaction (brown staining)
relative to the wild-type mouse.

Tesla magnet and a custom designed receiver coil con- tween the IRP-22 /2 and wild-type mice if we further
toured to fit the mouse skull, the areas of high and low increased the resolution.
intensity were represented by distinctly different pixels A second untested prediction is that if only the older,
found within the same anatomical region of interest. High- most severely affected IRP-22 /2 mice were studied, the
resolution permitted detection of the bimodal histogram effect on T distribution might in fact be even more pro-2

pattern of ROIs from IRP-22 /2 mice. A prediction is nounced than the results seen in this study. The pheno-
that the distributions would be even more different be- typical and histopathological changes begin in IRP-22 /2
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Fig. 5. Ferritin immunohistochemistry of regions of interest. The picture on the left represents ferritin immunohistochemistry performed on coronal
sections of the wild-type mouse, and the picture on the right represents ferritin detection in sections from the IRP-22 /2 counterpart imaged on the same
day. The four regions of interest shown are the substantia nigra (a), superior colliculus (b), interpeduncular nucleus (c), and cerebellar white matter (d). In
each of the regions ferritin expression is compared between the two mice. Immunohistochemical detection of ferritin (brown staining) is clearly increased
in the IRP-22 /2 mouse (right) compared to the wild-type (left) in each region of interest.

mice at 6 months and worsen progressively with age, as Hence, the upper age limit for this project was set at 14
described in a previous publication [19]. Therefore, 6 months. To test the possibility of age-related dilution of
months was set as the youngest age of mice eligible for our our results by including animals from a broad age range,
study. We observed during early pilot MRI studies that due we analyzed the data excluding the three pairs of mice that
to the progression of neurodegeneration over time and the were less than 9 months of age. We found no significant
frailty of the IRP-2 2 /2 mice, animals older than 14 differences between this data and our original data includ-
months did not survive the experimental imaging protocol. ing all 11 pairs of animals.
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Fig. 6. Vacuolization of the substantia nigra and superior colliculus of IRP-22 /2 mice. Coronal sections of perfused and fixed epoxy embedded brain
tissue of a 9-month-old wild type mouse (left) and a 9-month-old IRP-22 /2 mouse (right) were stained with toluidine blue and safranin. Vacuoles were
detected throughout the pars compacta region of the substantia nigra (a) as well as in the superior colliculus (b) in the IRP-22 /2 mouse. The arrows
indicate vacuoles containing debris and the remnants of a degenerating neuron. A size bar was used to measure the size of the vacuoles, which ranged from
15 to 25mm in diameter. In many instances the size of the vacuoles was similar to that of neuronal cell bodies.

It may be that with increased resolution on MRI of the neurodegenerative diseases [18,23,25,36]. However, the
human brain, a similar alteration in the pattern of dis- limitations of the MRI data gained from these human
tribution of T values could be found within the brains of studies include the lack of matched controls, lower res-2

patients affected by iron-related neurodegeneration. An olution than was achieved in our study, and the difficulty
association between brain iron deposition and CNS dam- of evaluating histology immediately after completion of
age has been reported in several neurodegenerative dis- the MRI. In the future, the use of stronger magnets may
eases, and iron-dependent oxidative damage may represent allow increased resolution of human MRI images. Com-
a common mechanism of injury. MRI is frequently used to bining higher resolution with histogram analysis such as
describe patterns of iron accumulation as they relate to we used may make it possible to identify changes in the
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